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Since the first edition of this book appeared in 1999, much has occurred that is relevant to veterinary ethics. In particular, public concern regarding farm animal welfare in confinement has increased dramatically, and with it, public expectation of veterinarian involvement in resolving the issues. Additionally, a social movement for increasing the economic value of companion animals has steadily gained momentum, as have the demands for augmented legal status of these animals. Further, veterinary specialization has continued to grow and is thriving, as has veterinarian experimentation with complementary and alternative medicine. Concern with animal pain and distress and their control has proliferated beyond what I ever dared hope for. All of these, of course, pose major ethical challenges for veterinary medicine.

The new edition reflects these concerns, and contains new material on farm animals, legal status and value of animals, alternative medicine, Aesculapian authority, ethics of critical care, and animal pain, distress, and happiness among other new discussions, which I hope will help the veterinary community engage these issues and, as Plato said, “Make a virtue of necessity.”

As always, since I first became involved with veterinary medicine almost thirty years ago, I appreciate and value how the veterinary community has embraced me and treated me as a colleague and as a friend. I am grateful to the thousands of veterinarians who have taken the trouble to write, call, or meet me in person to discuss ethical issues, and who have sent me large amounts of invaluable material I would otherwise have missed. I am also grateful to the veterinary students around the world who have demonstrated an unsalakable thirst for discussions of ethics.

The veterinary community and all people concerned with veterinary ethics and animal welfare join me in mourning the passing of Dr. Frank Loew, a titanic figure in veterinary medicine and a beloved friend to many.

Finally, I wish to warmly acknowledge and thank Dr. Doug Hare of the Canadian Veterinary Journal for allowing me to write and reprint my columns, and Dr. Tim Blackwell for assembling the cases, and for unfailing counsel and friendship.
This book is the result of more than twenty years of reading, writing, teaching, thinking, lecturing, learning, and talking about veterinary medicine. Entering an area that, for a philosopher, was indeed uncharted territory, I encountered overwhelming kindness, interest, and support from veterinarians to whom philosophy was equally terra incognita. Illustrating a visionary truth enunciated by Dr. Edmund Pellegrino in reference to human medical ethics, my veterinary friends became developing philosophers while I (more slowly) emerged as a closet clinician.

I have been privileged to lecture at most of the veterinary schools in North America and indeed in the English-speaking world, and at many local, regional, national, and specialty associations. And everywhere I went I found the same encouragement, kindness, and enthusiasm for veterinary ethics that I did at Colorado State University. A full acknowledgment would thus constitute a small volume, as I would need to thank every veterinary school faculty member and student who ever asked me a question; every practitioner of companion animal medicine, food animal medicine, equine medicine, or laboratory animal medicine who has engaged me in dialogue; every association that gave me a forum; every editor of a veterinary journal who was willing to let me address the journal’s readers. No stranger in a strange land has ever been treated better.

I would like, however, to single out those veterinarians at CSU who have most directly shaped my work: the late and remarkable Dr. Harry Gorman, with whom I taught at CSU the first course ever designed in the world in veterinary ethics; Dr. Dennis McCurnin, who carried on with me after Dr. Gorman’s retirement; and Dr. Tony Knight, who has put up with me as a team teacher for longer than anyone else, and who is far more of a philosopher than I will ever be a veterinarian; Dr. Bill Tietz, the dean who gave me a chance; Dr. Robert Phemister, his successor, who nurtured my work; and Dr. Jim Voss, our current dean, who more than anyone else in the world gave me the opportunity to practice what I preach, and who was always there.

Virtually all of the enduring faculty at CSU have patiently taught me for twenty years—Dr. Frank Garry, Dr. Wayne McIlwraith, Dr. Ted Stashak, Dr. Gayle Trotter, Dr. Larue Johnson, Dr. John Cheney, the late Dr. Harold Breen, the late Dr. Bill Banks, Dr. Dick Bowen, Dr. Steve Roberts, Dr. Glenn Severin, Dr. Bob Mortimer, Dr. Ray Whalen,
Dr. Rod Rosychuk, Dr. Bruce Heath, Dr. Wayne Wingfield, Dr. Steve Withrow, Dr. Jim Ingram—have all been true mentors.

Outside of CSU, people have been equally kind, though bothered less by me—Drs. Dave Neil, David Robertshaw, Jackie Grandy, Jerry and Patty Olson, Lloyd Davis, formerly of CSU; Drs. Walt Weirich, Wally Morrison, and Alan Beck of Purdue; Dr. Dale Brooks of the University of California at Davis; Dr. Jim Wilson of the University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Frank Loew, formerly of Tufts and Cornell; Dr. Tom Wolfe of ILAR; Dr. Don Draper of Iowa State.

Dr. Tim Blackwell, the founder and editor of the ethics column in the Canadian Veterinary Journal, has been a partner in hundreds of hours of dialogue and deserves at least half of the credit for the column’s success. We are both grateful to the veterinarians who sent in the challenging cases we deal with in the column, and to the editors of the Canadian Veterinary Journal, who graciously allowed me to reprint these cases.

In a class by itself is the debt I owe to Dr. Lynne Kesel of CSU, briefly my student and for longer my teacher and sounding board, my collaborator on two books, and the person who taught me the most about veterinary medicine.

Among non-veterinarians I am indebted to my philosophy department colleagues, who allowed me to strike off in a direction most philosophers considered odd, and who were always interested, helpful, and supportive.

Most important, I would like to thank my wife, Linda, and son, Michael, who not only discussed with me every ethics case I ever dealt with, but who themselves have become, like me, closet veterinarians, with an abiding interest in, and love for, the field.
Part I

Theory
There is an ancient curse that is most appropriate to the society in which we live: “May you live in interesting times.” From the point of view of our social ethics, we do indeed live in bewildering and rapidly changing times. In less than thirty years veterinary medicine, reflecting this rapid change, has seen itself transformed from an essentially male profession to a profession soon to be dominated by women. Similarly, the rigid, almost military, rules governing the demeanor, conduct, and deportment of veterinary students have vanished, to be replaced by a laxity literally unimaginable thirty years ago. Whereas sporting a beard, mustache, or long hair was sufficient reason for a faculty member to order a student out of class at my institution as recently as the late 1970s, woe to the instructor who now questions a student’s bare feet, halter top, or nose ring. Indeed, the instructor may be so attired.

These changes are of course reflective of changes in society in general, or more accurately, in social ethics. The traditional, widely shared, social ethical truisms that gave us stability, order, and predictability in society for many generations are being widely challenged by women, ethnic minorities, homosexuals, the handicapped, animal rights advocates, internationalists, environmentalists, and more. And all of these changes will inevitably be reflected in veterinary medicine. Most veterinarians now realize, to take a very obvious example, that society is in the process of changing its view of animals, and of our obligations to animals. Laboratory animal veterinarians have probably seen the most clearly articulated evidence of such a changing ethic, but it is also patent to any companion animal practitioners, food animal practitioners, or zoo veterinarians who take the trouble to reflect upon the new social expectations shaping and constraining the way they do their jobs.

It is very likely that there has been more and deeper social-ethical change since the middle of the twentieth century than occurred during centuries of an ethically monolithic period such as the Middle Ages. Anyone over forty has lived through a variety of major moral earthquakes: the sexual revolution, the end of socially sanctioned racism, the banishing of IQ differentiation, the rise of homosexual militancy, the end of “loco parentis” in universities, the advent of consumer advocacy, the end of mandatory retirement age, the mass acceptance of environmentalism, the growth of a “sue the bastards”
mind-set, the implementation of affirmative action programs, the rise of massive drug use, the designation of alcoholism and child abuse as diseases rather than moral vices, the rise of militant feminism, the emergence of sexual harassment as a major social concern, the demands by the handicapped for equal access, the rise of public suspicion of science and technology, the mass questioning of animal use in science and industry, the end of colonialism, the rise of political correctness—all provide patent examples of the magnitude of ethical change during this brief period.

With such rapid change come instability and bewilderment. Do I hold doors for women? (I was brought up to do so out of politeness, but is such an act patronizing and demeaning?) Do I support black student demands for black dormitories (after I marched in the 1960s to end segregation)? Am I a bad person if I do not wish to hire a transsexual? Can I criticize the people of Rwanda and Bosnia for the bloodbaths they conducted without being accused of insensitivity to cultural diversity? Do I obey the old rules or the new rules? Paradoxically, the appeal to ethics, and the demand for ethical accountability, have probably never been stronger and more prominent—witness the forceful assertion of rights by and for people, animals, and nature—yet an understanding of ethics has never been more tentative, and violations of ethics and their attendant scandals in business, science, government, and the professions have never been more prominent. There is probably more talk of ethics than ever—more endowed chairs, seminars, conferences, college courses, books, media coverage, journals devoted to ethical matters than ever before—and yet, ironically, most people probably believe that they understand ethics far less than their progenitors did. Commonality of values has given way to plurality and diversity; traditions are being eroded; even the church is no longer the staunch defender of traditional ethical norms.

In such a world it is exigent to understand the logical geography of ethics, and to possess the tools with which to negotiate reasonably what is often tortuous and slippery terrain. This is especially true for professionals, because in order to maintain their autonomy, professions must anticipate and accord with changing ethical thought, as we shall shortly see in detail. Our ensuing discussion will provide a conceptual map of the nature and role of ethics in general, and of veterinary ethics in particular. Attempting to analyze difficult ethical cases with many threads or to debate complex ethical issues without such a map is relevantly analogous to attempting to do surgery without an understanding of the basic concepts of anatomy, anesthesia, and asepsis: One can do it, but one literally doesn’t know what one is doing and cannot, therefore, adapt to the unexpected. Conversely, once a person has mastered the relevant basic concepts, that person can go well beyond what he or she has hitherto done by rote.

As we shall see, I am not saying that one cannot behave ethically without mastering the conceptual map we shall present. After all, few people make a study of ethics. Most of us just behave properly in an automatic way. And many of our ethical decisions are obvious and straightforward and routine: We don’t overcharge a gullible client; we don’t attempt to steal another veterinarian’s patients; we don’t prescribe useless medication; and so on. What we often cannot do, without a conceptual map and a reflective stance on ethics, is see the subtleties and variegated dimensions posed by complex cases; we tend to react to one obvious component and ignore others. Just as it takes training and practice and a conceptual map of medical possibilities to learn differential diagnosis of disease, so too it takes training and practice to dissect all of the ethical nuances of many complex situations.

Detecting ethical questions is, in some ways, like detecting lameness. Prima facie, ordinary people not particularly knowledgeable about veterinary medicine would think
that anyone can tell when a horse is lame and which leg is affected. After all, we can do so easily with humans. In fact, when actually confronted with a lame horse, inexperienced laypeople, and even veterinary students, can at best detect that something is wrong (and sometimes not even that), but they can rarely pinpoint the problem. This is exactly analogous to the activity of identifying ethical problems. People (sometimes) know something is problematic, but they have trouble saying exactly what the problem is.

A true case embracing a multitude of ethical issues illustrates the difficulty of recognizing, sorting out, and dealing with ethical questions:

A man brought a small comatose dog with a head injury into our veterinary school clinic. He freely admitted, and even boasted, that he had struck the dog in the head with a frying pan because it barked too much. When the dog did not regain consciousness and the man’s wife became upset, he took the dog to his regular practitioner. The veterinarian advised him to take the dog to the veterinary school hospital. The dog died there, and the animal’s body was brought to necropsy and presented as a case to a group of students by a pathology instructor.

Coincidentally, one of the veterinary students in that class was an animal control officer, among whose duties was investigating cruelty complaints. With the instructor’s permission, the student took the client’s name from the file and began to investigate the case, phoning the client’s home and speaking with his wife. The client became irate and complained to both the referring veterinarian and to the veterinary school clinician who had taken his case that his right to privacy had been violated. The private practitioner and the veterinary school referral clinician in turn were furious with the student. The student was frightened, was worried about the effect of the incident on his academic and subsequent career, and sought help.

What moral conflicts and problems does this case raise? Initially, the referring practitioner, the veterinary school clinician, and some administrators saw only one issue—the betrayal of client confidentiality by the student. As the case evolved, administrators were also troubled by the involvement of the pathologist who had “betrayed” the identity of the client. Only after much dialogue with an ethicist, the pathologist, and the student did the parties begin to realize that there were many other concurrent issues.

First, there was an animal welfare issue: The client should not be allowed to fatally beat an animal with impunity. In addition, there was a social or moral obligation to report the occurrence of a crime, the same sort of moral obligation (now also a legal one in human medicine) that exists for health care professionals to report suspected child abuse. Furthermore, there was the moral (and legal) question of whether one could invoke confidentiality in a public teaching hospital, where it is implicit that cases will be discussed with students as part of their learning process. Lastly, the pathologist argued that, as a veterinary teaching institution, the school had a high moral obligation not to condone that which society as a whole has recognized as immoral and illegal.

Some veterinarians argued that the pathologist was within his rights to reveal the name, but that the student ought not to have acted upon the information. To this point the student replied that, as a law officer, he had a sworn duty (a moral obligation) to enforce the law. Some veterinarians hypothesized that if confidentiality isn’t strictly observed, abusers of animals will not bring animals in for treatment. A controversy also arose over the fact that the school clinician had at least obliquely threatened the student with recriminations when he came to the clinic. Others worried that the information about the case and these issues had not been sent back to the referring veterinarian for that party to handle. The issue of a conflict of interest between being a veterinary student and serving with animal control was also raised.
Ultimately, the situation was resolved, at least for future cases, by the university’s drafting a formal policy that suspected abuse cases of this sort would automatically be reported to the school and government authorities. One of the noteworthy features of the case was its dramatic teaching value in demonstrating just how complex a single ethical problem or case can be.

This case beautifully illustrates why a conceptual map of ethics can be valuable. People perceive not only with their eyes and ears, but with their expectations, mental sets, preconceptions, habits, acculturations, and theories as well. The clinicians had been trained with a fairly limited ethical conceptual map—they thus perceived only an issue of confidentiality and initially missed the others we noted.

It is worth pausing to illustrate this salient point: We see with more than our eyes. When I teach this idea to my students, I begin with the following child’s trick: I ask them to give me a single word for each thing I describe.

I say: What is a cola beverage that comes in a red can?
They say: Coke.
I say: If I tell a funny story, we call that a . . .?
They say: Joke.
I say: If I puff on a cigarette, I . . .
They say: Smoke.
I say: I put some dirty clothes in a tub so they can . . .
They say: Soak.
I then say: What is the white of an egg called?
Most will automatically say: Yolk.

I go on to provide more serious examples of the ways that background, theory, and expectation can determine perception. The famous Rosenthal effect in psychology (Rosenthal, 1966) provides a nice scientific example. Researchers studying rat behavior were told that one of the groups of white rats they would be working with was a special strain of highly intelligent rats. In subsequent studies, the researchers found that the bright rats did better than the ordinary rats in learning trials. In fact, they were all “ordinary” rats—the “brightness” came from the researchers’ expectations. Often we experience the same “halo” effect with students in our classes, when we are told by other instructors of a particular student’s brightness.

We can all recall the first time we looked at a radiograph. The radiologist pointed to what he said was a fracture, but we saw only dark and light, even though the same stimuli impinged upon our retinas as upon his. As one’s knowledge of radiography broadens, however, one sees differently, though once again the retinal stimulation is unchanged.

Another amusing example is provided by a “paradox” that used to perplex people in the 1960s and 1970s called “The Boy with Two Fathers,” which was presented as follows:

A father and son are involved in an automobile accident. Both are seriously injured and are rushed to separate hospitals. The son is immediately readied for emergency surgery; at the first sight of him, however, the surgeon says, “I can’t operate on this patient—he’s my son!” How is this possible?

Twenty and thirty years ago one could perplex almost everyone in a class with this case. Today it falls flat—everyone sees the answer immediately: The surgeon is the boy’s mother. Nothing in young people’s expectations today precludes the possibility of a female surgeon.
Finally, let me cite a very poignant example from veterinary medicine. In the mid-1980s I was team-teaching a veterinary ethics course with a prominent surgeon. I was discussing the tendency in veterinary medicine (and in science in general) through most of the twentieth century to ignore animal pain. In the midst of my lecture the surgeon stopped me. “My God,” he said, “I was trained in the mid-sixties and was taught to castrate horses using succinycholine chloride [a curariform drug]. This is the first time it ever dawned on me that the animals must have been hurting!” I shall return to the relationship between human mind-set and animal pain later in this book.

For now, however, the important point to realize is that the study of ethics provides a way of forcing people, on ethical matters, to go beyond their mind-set and expectations—indeed, that is why many people find it discomfiting. Of course, one can to some extent free oneself from the shackles of univocal perspective by seeking out people with strongly divergent opinions as discussion partners; I often recommend to veterinarians that they orchestrate discussion of ethical matters at meetings wherein they can hear a wide variety of viewpoints. But this alone will not fully assure a deepened perception in the absence of an understanding of what we have called the “logical geography” of ethical or moral questions. Hearing differing opinions is not enough; one must also understand the criteria by which one judges and critically assesses divergent opinions, else one runs the risk of creating a Babel of incommensurable ethical voices—a chorus of individual opinions with no way to generate the consensus that viable ethics requires in a community, and no method for changing others’ opinions in a rational way. So it is to an examination of the nature of ethics to which we must now turn.

Social, Personal, and Professional Ethics

There are two very different senses of “ethics” that are often confused and conflated and that must be distinguished at the outset to allow for viable discussion of these matters.

The first sense of ethics I shall call ethics₁. In this sense ethics is the set of principles or beliefs that governs views of right and wrong, good and bad, fair and unfair, just and unjust. Whenever we assert that “killing is wrong,” or that “discrimination is unfair,” or that “one oughtn’t belittle a colleague,” or that “it is laudable to give to charity,” or that “I think abortion is murder,” one is explicitly or implicitly appealing to ethics₁—moral rules that one believes ought to bind society, oneself, and/or some subgroup of society, such as veterinarians.

Under ethics₁ must fall a distinction between social ethics, personal ethics, and professional ethics. Of these, social ethics is the most basic and most objective, in a sense to be explained shortly.

People, especially scientists, are tempted sometimes to assert that unlike scientific judgments, which are “objective,” ethical judgments are “subjective” opinion and not “fact,” and thus not subject to rational discussion and adjudication. Although it is true that one cannot conduct experiments or gather data to decide what is right and wrong, ethics, nevertheless, cannot be based upon personal whim and caprice. If anyone doubts this, let that person go out and rob a bank in front of witnesses, then argue before a court that, in his or her ethical opinion, bank robbery is morally acceptable if one needs the money.

In other words, the fact that ethical judgments are not validated by gathering data or doing experiments does not mean that they are simply a matter of individual subjective opinion. If one stops to think about it, one will quickly realize that very little ethics
is left to one’s opinion. Consensus rules about rightness and wrongness of actions that have an impact on others are in fact articulated in clear social principles, which are in turn encoded in laws and policies. All public regulations, from the zoning of pornographic bookstores out of school zones to laws against insider trading and murder, are examples of consensus ethical principles “writ large,” in Plato’s felicitous phrase, in public policy. This is not to say that, in every case, law and ethics are congruent. We can all think of examples of things that are legal yet generally considered immoral (tax dodges for the superwealthy, for instance) and of things we consider perfectly moral that are illegal (parking one’s car for longer than two hours in a two-hour zone).

But, by and large, if we stop to think about it, there must be a pretty close fit between our morality and our social policy. When people attempt to legislate policy that most people do not consider morally acceptable, the law simply does not work. A classic example is, of course, Prohibition, which did not stop people from drinking, but rather funneled the drinking money away from legitimate business to bootleggers.

So there must be a goodly number of ethical judgments in society that are held to be universally binding and socially objective. Even though such judgments are not objective in the way that “water boils at 212°F” is objective (that is, they are not validated by the way the world works), they are nonetheless objective as rules governing social behavior. We are all familiar with other instances of this kind of objectivity. For example, it is an objective rule of English that one cannot say, “You ain’t gonna be there.” Though people, of course, do say it, it is objectively wrong to do so. Similarly, the bishop in chess can objectively move only on diagonals of its own color. Someone may, of course, move the bishop a different way, but that move is objectively wrong, and one is not then “playing chess.”

Those portions of ethical rules that we believe to be universally binding on all members of society, and socially objective, I will call the social consensus ethic. A moment’s reflection reveals that without some such consensus ethic, we could not live together, we would have chaos and anarchy, and society would be impossible. This is true for any society at all that intends to persist: There must be rules governing everyone’s behavior. Do the rules need to be the same for all societies? Obviously not—we all know that there are endless ethical variations across societies. Does there need to be at least a common core in all of these ethics? That is a rather profound question I shall address later. For the moment, however, we all need to agree that there exists an identifiable social consensus ethic in our society by which we are all bound.

Now, the social consensus ethic does not regulate all areas of life that have ethical relevance; certain areas of behavior are left to the discretion of the individual or, more accurately, to his or her personal ethic. Such matters as what one reads, what religion one practices or doesn’t practice, how much charity one gives and to whom, are all matters left in our society to one’s personal beliefs about right and wrong and good and bad. This has not always been the case, of course—all of these examples were, during the Middle Ages, appropriated by a theologically based social consensus ethic. And this fact illustrates a very important point about the relationship between social consensus ethics and personal ethics. As a society evolves and changes over time, certain areas of conduct may move from the concern of the social consensus ethic to the concern of the personal ethic, and vice versa. An excellent example of a matter that has recently moved from the concern of the social ethic, and from the laws that mirror that ethic, to the purview of individual ethical choice is the area of sexual behavior. Whereas once laws constrained activities like homosexual behavior, adultery, and cohabitation, these things are now left to one’s personal ethic in western democracies. With the advent during the
1960s of the view that sexual behavior that does not hurt others is not a matter for social regulation but, rather, for personal choice, social regulation of such activity withered away. About ten years ago the mass media reported, with much hilarity, that there was still a law on the books in Greeley, Colorado, a university town, making cohabitation a crime. Radio and TV reporters chortled as they remarked that, if the law were to be enforced, a goodly portion of the Greeley citizenry would have to be jailed!

On the other hand, we must note that many areas of behavior once left to one’s personal ethic have been since appropriated by the social ethic. When I was growing up, paradigm cases of what society left to one’s personal choice were represented by the renting or selling of one’s real property, and by whom one hired for jobs. The prevailing attitude was that these decisions were your own damn business. This, of course, is no longer the case. Federal law now governs renting and selling of property, and hiring and firing.

Generally, as such examples illustrate, conduct becomes appropriated by the social consensus ethic when how it is dealt with by personal ethics is widely perceived to be unfair or unjust. The widespread failure to rent to, sell to, or hire minorities, which resulted from leaving these matters to individual ethics, evolved into a situation viewed by society as unjust, and led to the passage of strong social ethical rules against such unfairness. As we shall see, the treatment of animals in society is also moving into the purview of the social consensus ethic, as society begins to question the injustice that results from leaving such matters to individual discretion.

The third component of ethics, in addition to social consensus ethics and personal ethics, is professional ethics. Members of a profession are first and foremost members of society—citizens—and are thus bound by all aspects of the consensus social ethic not to steal, murder, break contracts, and so on. However, professionals—be they physicians, attorneys, or veterinarians—also perform specialized and vital functions in society. This kind of role requires special expertise, special training, and involves special situations that ordinary people do not face. The professional functions that veterinarians perform also warrant special privileges, for example, dispensing medications and performing surgery. Democratic societies have been prepared to give professionals some leeway and assume that, given the technical nature of professions and the specialized knowledge their practitioners possess, professionals will understand the ethical issues they confront better than society does as a whole. Thus society generally leaves it to such professionals to set up their own rules of conduct. In other words, the social ethic offers general rules, creating the stage on which professional life is played out, and the subclasses of society comprising professionals are asked to develop their own ethic to cover the special situations they deal with daily. In essence society says to professionals, “Regulate yourselves the way we would regulate you if we understood enough about what you do to regulate you!” Because of this situation, professional ethics occupies a position midway between social consensus ethics and personal ethics, because it neither applies to all members of society nor are its main components left strictly to individuals. It is, for example, a general rule of human medical ethics for psychiatrists not to have sex with their patients.

The failure of a profession to operate in accordance with professional ethics that reflect and are in harmony with the social consensus ethic can result in a significant loss of autonomy by the profession in question. One can argue, for example, that recent attempts to govern health care by legislation is a result of the human medical community’s failure to operate in full accord with the social consensus ethic. When hospitals turn away poor people or aged stroke victims, when pediatric surgeons fail to use anesthesia on infants,
or when doctors give less analgesia to adolescents than to adults with the same lesion (Rollin, 1997), they are not in accord with social ethics, and it is only a matter of time before society will appropriate regulation of such behavior. In veterinary medicine, social fear of the irresponsible use and dispensing of pharmaceuticals recently threatened the privilege of veterinarians to prescribe drugs in an extralabel fashion—a privilege whose suspension would have in a real sense hamstrung veterinarians. Because so few drugs are approved for animals, veterinary medicine relies heavily on extralabel drug use.

**Ethics$_1$ and Ethics$_2$**

Thus far we have looked at ethics$_1$—the set of principles that governs people’s views of right and wrong, good and bad, fair and unfair, just and unjust—and found that ethics$_1$ can be further divided into social consensus ethics, personal ethics, and professional ethics. Now we must consider a less familiar secondary notion ethics$_2$. Ethics$_2$ is the logical, rational study and examination of ethics$_1$, which may include the attempt to justify the principles of ethics$_1$, the seeking out of inconsistencies in the principles of ethics$_1$, the drawing out of ethics$_1$ principles that have been hitherto ignored or unnoticed, engaging the question of whether all societies ought ultimately to have the same ethics$_1$, and so on. This secondary sense of ethics—ethics$_2$—is thus a branch of philosophy. Most of what we are doing in this book is ethics$_2$, examining the logic of ethics$_1$. Socrates’ activities in ancient Athens were a form of ethics$_2$. Whereas we in society learn ethics$_1$ from parents, teachers, churches, movies, books, peers, magazines, newspapers, and mass media, we rarely learn to engage in ethics$_2$ in a disciplined, systematic way unless we take an ethics class in a philosophy curriculum. In one sense this is fine—vast numbers of people are diligent practitioners of ethics$_1$ without ever engaging in ethics$_2$. On the other hand, failure to engage in ethics$_2$—rational criticism of ethics$_1$—can lead to incoherence and inconsistencies in ethics$_1$ going unnoticed, unrecognized, and uncorrected. Although not everyone needs to engage in ethics$_2$ on a regular basis, there is value in at least some people monitoring the logic of ethics$_1$, be it social consensus ethics, personal ethics, or professional ethics. Such monitoring helps us detect problems that have been ignored or have gone undetected and helps us make ethical progress. I shall shortly analyze some of the reasons why ethics$_1$ is likely to stand in need of constant critical examination.

What is “philosophy” of which we have said ethics$_2$ is a part? To tell someone that one is a “professional philosopher” or even a “philosophy teacher” is to risk a wide variety of undesirable responses, ranging from “Isn’t everyone a philosopher?” to “Where is your couch?” to glassy-eyed stares, to serious conversational lulls, to questions about crystals and the prophecies of Nostradamus. To many of my nonphilosophy colleagues I am a sort of secular preacher, in whose company one refrains from telling off-color jokes, even though I do not refrain from telling them.

In fact, one can provide a fairly straightforward and clear account of philosophical activity that goes a long way toward breaking the stereotype and also helps people in any discipline understand why philosophy is relevant to them. As Aristotle long ago pointed out, all human activities and disciplines rest on certain assumptions and concepts that are taken for granted. As in the paradigmatic case of geometry, we must assume certain notions without proof, for it is upon these notions that all subsequent proof is based. If we could prove our foundational assumptions, it would need to be on the basis of other assumptions that are either taken for granted or proved on the basis of other assumptions. Because the latter tack would lead to a never-ending hierarchy of as-
sumptions and proofs—what philosophers call an infinite regress—certain things are simply assumed.

All disciplines and activities make such assumptions: Science assumes that we can identify causes and effects. Art assumes that certain objects are works of art and others are not. History assumes that we can reconstruct the past. Mathematics assumes that certain things count as proof and others do not. The law assumes that people are to be held responsible for certain actions wherein they acted freely. Some schools of ethology assume that animals are conscious beings; others assume they are physiological machines.

In all of these examples it is obvious, on reflection, that certain basic challenges can be directed toward all of these implicit or explicit assumptions. What makes certain things works of art and others not? (Marcel Duchamp humorously asked this question when he submitted a urinal to a Paris sculpture exhibition in the early twentieth century.) Why do we accept someone's brain tumor as exonerating criminal behavior, but not someone's childhood experiences? What about that person's genes? How do we decide which of two incompatible but well-researched historical reconstructions to accept? How do we decide which approach to animal behavior is the correct approach? Is it the one that gives primacy to behavior, the one that gives primacy to evolutionary explanations, the one that invokes consciousness, or the one that invokes neurophysiology? Ought we or ought we not accept a computer proof by exhaustion of Euler's conjecture? This is the terrain in which philosophy operates.

People who raise such basic, conceptual questions about fundamental concepts and assumptions are functioning as philosophers, whether or not they are professionally involved in philosophy. Because most people at some time or another ask such questions, most people have their philosophical moments. Much progress in human thought and behavior has been accomplished by such thoughtful questioning of what is taken for granted by others. For example, one of Einstein’s major contributions in developing special relativity was a philosophical critique of notions that physicists since Newton had taken for granted—namely, that one can talk intelligibly of absolute space, absolute time, absolute simultaneity, independent of who is recording or measuring these things. Indeed, it is for this reason that a major book on Einstein’s work is entitled Albert Einstein: Philosopher/Scientist.

As Plato noted, what we assume about right and wrong, good and bad, justice and injustice, fairness and unfairness, constitutes the most important assumptions we make as individuals, societies, or subgroups of societies, such as the professions. Our vision of the good, of what is right and wrong to do, underlies everything we do at all levels—be it the social level of policies about taxation and redistribution of wealth, what science we do and don’t fund (research into environmental preservation versus research into the relationship between race and intelligence), our views of punishment and rehabilitation, et cetera, or be it at the level of individual action.

One sometimes encounters skepticism about philosophical ethics from people who assert that ethics is “just opinion” or “isn’t based on facts” and therefore can’t be rationally criticized or rationally taught. A moment’s reflection, and some judicious examples, should allow us to bury this skeptical nuisance for the remainder of our discussion.

Let us look at clear examples of how social, personal, and professional ethics can be rationally criticized. Consider the social ethic: Those of us who are over forty have lived through a period of social-ethical self-examination regarding our treatment of blacks. We were taught from the time that we were children that all humans should be treated equally regardless of race, creed, or color. Yet we also knew that black people were treated quite differently, most clearly in the segregated states. The society, at the instigation of rational
critics, reasoned that separate was inherently unequal, and thus that segregation, however widely practiced, was incompatible with our consensus ethic. Indeed, if the social ethic could not be rationally criticized, we could make no social progress.

By the same token, one can criticize personal ethics. As I said earlier, one’s religious beliefs are a matter of personal ethics. Yet one can still rationally criticize the content of another’s beliefs. For example, I often ask my audiences how many of them are Christians and, if they are, to hold up their right hands. I also ask the same audiences how many of them are ethical relativists, explaining that an ethical relativist is a person who believes that there are no objective ethical truths, that everyone’s opinion is equally valid. I ask the relativists to hold up their left hands. Many people end up holding up both hands. But this is logically impossible! One can’t be a Christian and a relativist at the same time, because a Christian must believe that certain things are absolutely right and wrong—for example, the Ten Commandments—whereas a relativist asserts that nothing is absolutely right or wrong.

Finally, one can rationally criticize professional ethics in many ways. Two personal examples come to mind. In the mid-1970s I wrote some articles criticizing veterinary ethics, as embodied in the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) Code of Ethics, for failing to deal with many of the issues society expected veterinary ethics to deal with, such as whether one should euthanize a healthy animal for owner convenience, when one should control pain in animals, and whether veterinarians have a social obligation to lead in changing practices that hurt animals. Instead, much attention was devoted to questions of etiquette—how big one’s sign can be, what form one’s yellow pages ad should take, whether or not one can advertise, and so on (Rollin, 1978). As Dr. Harry Gorman pointed out to me, society got tired of the bickering about advertising, and the decision about its acceptability was made by the courts, not by veterinarians.

A second example concerns the treatment of animals in research. Also beginning in the 1970s, I attempted to persuade researchers that, though how they treated animals had essentially been left by society to the discretion of their professional and personal ethics, their behavior was not in accord with emerging social ethics on animal treatment and was, in fact, at odds with it. I argued that researchers were living on borrowed time. If society knew about some of the practices that were rife in research, such as the systematic failure to use analgesics for postsurgical pain, the multiple use of animals for invasive procedures in teaching, and general poor care, then society would appropriate the treatment of animals in science into the social ethic, no longer leaving it to the professionals. Sure enough, that is what occurred, and what needed to occur.

There is a fundamental lesson here for veterinarians and, indeed, for all professionals. If we wish to continue to run our own professional lives—and ideally we should, because we understand the issues occasioned by our own activities better than anyone else does—then we must be highly sensitive to the issues in our professions, be very anticipatory in dealing with them, and let the public know what we are doing. Veterinary medicine, like human medicine and most other professions, has not done as well as it should or can in any of these three ways.

Veterinary medicine should be teaching ethics throughout veterinary school curricula so that graduates are highly sensitized to the issues they might encounter, both as individual veterinarians and as members of the profession. Too many schools fail to teach ethics, so practitioners and organized veterinary medicine get blindsided by concerns they do not see coming. For example, we know that animal welfare issues are of paramount concern for the social ethic. We also know that society looks to veterinary medicine for answers: Federal law singles out laboratory animal veterinarians as the key to
laboratory animal welfare; the AVMA euthanasia recommendations are integral to federal law; the recommendations of the AVMA Panel on Pain and Distress, on which I was privileged to serve, are unofficially part of the law; and Congress requests advice from the AVMA on issues pertaining to the genetic engineering of animals. Thus cognizance of animal welfare issues, and recommendations for their resolution, should be a top priority for organized veterinary medicine and for veterinary practitioners.

Indeed, veterinarians are literally starved for ethical discussion. Almost all veterinarians are “closet moral philosophers” whose philosophical interest is evident whenever they are given the opportunity to “come out of the closet.” I know this from my personal experiences of speaking to veterinary audiences—our discussions will almost invariably continue for as long as they are allowed to. For fifteen years I have written a column for the Canadian Veterinary Journal on ethical issues facing veterinarians, and surveys by the journal indicate that, except for the scientific articles, the ethics column is by a significant margin the most popular feature of the journal. A survey of veterinary school graduates indicated that the area in which they believe they need a good deal more training in veterinary schools is ethics (James F. Wilson, personal communication, 1994), and this finding was buttressed by a solicitation of reader response in the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association (JAVMA). For this reason I have long argued that ethical and social issues should get much more play at the local, national, and international levels of veterinary medicine and in veterinary schools, journals, and conferences. This change is in fact slowly taking place but should proceed more rapidly still.

Once veterinary medicine understands the issues, it should do more to handle major veterinary ethical controversies in an anticipatory, proactive way. The farm animal welfare issue is a good example. It is now clear that a reform of intensive agriculture is being demanded in most western societies to make the industry more animal friendly—even people within the industry now admit that this must be done. Veterinarians should be leading this movement, because they understand the needs of both animals and producers and care for both. I shall return to animal welfare issues later in this discussion.

Another example of a problem area in ethics that it would behoove veterinary medicine to engage in more forcefully is the issue of dealing with practitioners whose behavior violates accepted ethical norms. For example, I heard from a graduate about a case in which a practitioner routinely prescribed fecal examinations for pets, did not bother to examine them, and then charged for deworming. When the young veterinarian who had taken a job in that practice approached the local association and complained, he was told, “Oh, hell, Dr. X has been doing that for years—what can we do?”

The reluctance to implicate a colleague—to “squeal” or “rat,” as I was brought up to think of it—is understandable. However, if you do not clean up your own house, society will do it for you by passing laws and regulations. In other words, the control of such conduct will be removed from veterinarians and placed in the hands of the law—law written by non-veterinarians who do not understand veterinary practice, law that can well restrict and erode veterinary autonomy in a detrimental way.

Finally, veterinary medicine could do more to publicize its involvement in ethical and social issues. For that matter, all professions could. The public should understand how the profession polices itself; they should understand that veterinary medicine is actively attempting to solve the pet overpopulation problem; and they should understand the role of veterinarians in changing questionable agricultural practices and in engaging the welter of animal use issues in society. I will discuss many of these problems later in this book.
We can similarly dispatch the claim sometimes made by skeptics to people like myself that “you cannot teach ethics,” an ultimately ambiguous statement. If the argument is that “one cannot teach ethics₁,” this is simply false. Parents, friends, churches, peers, movies, books, veterinary faculty, all teach ethics₁, often without knowing it. For example, when surgery was taught by use of multiple survival procedures in veterinary schools in the 1970s, an ethics₁ message was transmitted to students about the value of animal life and suffering—though most surgery faculty didn’t realize they were communicating such an implicit moral message, and most probably would not have explicitly done so. Not only is it possible, then, to teach ethics₁, it is inevitable, though we may not do so consciously, coherently, or defensibly. I shall discuss later the sense in which one can rationally approach teaching ethics₁.

On the other hand, if by asserting “one cannot teach ethics” one means one cannot teach ethics₂ (that is, how to reason about ethics₁), this is also patently false. In fact, teaching ethics₂ is the task of this book!

Ethical Vectors in Veterinary Medicine

How and where do ethical issues manifest themselves in veterinary medicine? Before we begin to discuss the variety of ethical pulls on veterinarians, it is important to make a fundamental clarification too often overlooked. Understandably, television, movies, magazines, newspapers, novels, plays, and so on are drawn to ethical issues as a source of controversial and interesting subject matter. And this is not altogether bad. Many citizens have learned a good deal about human medical ethics from the relentless attention it has attracted from mass media. Indeed, the medical community has historically been forced to pay greater attention to ethical issues by virtue of the media attention they attract. By the same token, the media have inevitably tended to portray ethical decisions as dilemmas—very dramatic situations wherein one is faced with two extreme, mutually exclusive choices that exhaust all possibilities, yet neither of which seems wholly correct or incorrect. (Etymologically, “di-lemma” means “two horns”—whichever direction you turn, you are “impaled” on a horn.) A classic example of a genuine dilemma occurred when a human hospital was faced with one more patient who needed a kidney machine than the hospital had such machines: How do you choose which patient will live and which will die? The high drama in true dilemmas has led many people to equate “ethical decisions” with “ethical dilemmas.” Fortunately for veterinarians’ peace of mind, most ethical choices in veterinary medicine, or for that matter in any field, are not dilemmas. In fact, most of our choices are straightforward: I, as a veterinarian, choose not to overcharge the very rich client even though I could use the money for a new set of saddlebags for my Harley-Davidson; I choose to treat an animal belonging to an indigent client for cost and allow the client to pay me over time; I don’t seduce a beautiful, neurotic client even though she is sending signals. (This is not of course to say that there are never dilemmas in veterinary medicine. Clients who want a veterinarian to euthanize a healthy animal often create dilemmas for clinicians.)

This excessive emphasis on dilemmas has some pernicious consequences. Most mischievous, perhaps, is that people are led to expect that ethical issues will present themselves as overly dramatic Scylla versus Charybdis impasses! Such a tendency may, in turn, lead to people ignoring the ethical dimensions of obvious, less dramatic situations. Equally significant, and of inestimable social importance, is that people begin seeing ethical issues as unbridgeable gulfs, with “us” on one side and “them” on the other. The